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Gascoigne & King brings you beautiful, luxurious fragrances 
for your living spaces. Our product range is handmade in Surry 
Hills, Sydney and has been conceptualised with a focus on 
minimalist design and sourcing high quality ingredients and 
materials, while also considering their environmental impact.  

Bronwyn Gascoigne is the driving force behind Gascoigne 
& King. With a keen interest in fragrance, perfumes and 
beautiful natural products, she began making candles in 
2008 after finding it incredibly difficult to source high quality, 
environmentally friendly products with a focus on exciting 
fragrance blends and great design.

Gascoigne & King is an extension of all that we love in life 
– family, friends, travel and new experiences. We value the 
relationship we have with our customers, many of which have 
followed us on our journey since the very beginning.

Inspired by the connection
we have with the world we live in.
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Inspired by the connection
we have with the world we live in.

Gascoigne & King Luxury Scented Candles made from soy wax, 
are not only eco-friendly and clean-burning, but they also offer 
a beautiful fragrance experience to create relaxing and inviting 
living spaces. 

Our candles can burn for up to 80 hours, providing a long-
lasting fragrance experience and with a wide variety of unique 
fragrances to choose from, including floral, fruity and woody 
scents, there is a luxury soy wax candle to suit every mood  
and season.

Size 
Burntime 
Price  

400g/14oz 
80 hours 
RRP $60 

Packaged in recyclable cardboard boxes. 

LUXURY SCENTED 
CANDLES
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ARIA
An indulgent and uplifting fragrance. 
Aria combines earthy tones of sage and 
sandalwood, with a crisp berry  
and citrus finish.

cedarwood / sandalwood / sage  
red berry / jasmine / violet

AZURE
Takes you on a trip to the Italian coast 
where the sunlight bounces off the blue 
waters of the Mediterranean.

jasmine / bergamot / coconut  
vanilla / musk

BELLE
Inspired by the uplifting scents of spring, 
fresh cut grass – a combination of leafy 
green notes, geranium, spearmint and 
bergamot with a crisp citrus finish.

bamboo / spearmint / bergamot  
tea leaf / geranium orange  
honeysuckle / jasmine

CAMILLE
French inspired Camille is an indulgent 
fragrance reminiscent of the sweet, juicy 
pears grown in the rustic Angers region 
of France, south of Paris.

pear fruit / clove / cinnamon / vanilla

FIGUE
A timeless favourite, Figue embodies  
the classic earthy fragrances of fig tree 
and fresh ripe figs.

fig wood / fig leaf / green leaf

GRACE
Feminine and enduring, Grace is a 
delicate combination of floral fragrances 
including hints of rose, tuberose and 
honeysuckle. 

bulgarian rose / musk / cedar  
fern / marigold jasmine / geranium 
honeysuckle / lilac / violet / lily 

HEART OF GLASS
Heart of Glass is a delicate combination 
of white florals and musk, with soft 
powdery notes of Lily of the Valley  
and Cashmere Woods.

freesia / frangipani / lily of the valley 
musk / cashmere woods

THE  
CLASSIC 
COLLECTION

Our iconic minimal white 
candles known for their 
beautiful floral and fruity 
scents – light, uplifting, 
timeless favourites.
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MISS SAVANNAH
Youthful and floral, this gorgeous 
fragrance blend combines notes of 
citrus, white tea, ginger, lemongrass 
and jasmine.

tea lemongrass / lemon / ginger

MOUNT FUJI  
RICE FLOWER
Simple and tranquil, Mount Fuji Rice 
Flower is a delicately blended fragrance 
combining rice flower, fig and vanilla.

fig wood / musk / ginger / lime zest  
bergamot / vanilla / violet / peony / lily 

ODYSSEY
Odyssey is an ode to the journeys in our 
lives that take us to places we fall in love 
with. A hypnotic blend of Neroli, Ylang 
Ylang, Rose, Vanilla and Oud.

neroli / ylang ylang / rose 
vanilla / oud

PADDINGTON
Reminiscent of a delightful morning 
walk amongst the terrace gardens  
of Paddington, this stylish fragrance  
is a perfect combination of tulips and 
earthy tuberose.

marigold / fern / tulip / rose / lily

RAY OF LIGHT
A delightful mix of white florals that 
are as soft and light as sunrays.

gardenia / frangipani  
honey balsam / cyclamen

STEM
A modern day floral fragrance with 
middle green notes and earthy amber.

jasmine / pink pepper / gardenia  
persian rose / amber

SHIBUI
Simple and beautifully subtle. Shibui 
combines the elegant fragrances of 
green tea, sage and parsley with a  
sweet berry finish.

green tea / sage / geranium 
red berry / jasmine

LOVE VANILLA
Rich and sumptuous, the Love Vanilla 
candle is a Gascoigne & King favourite 
and will leave a lasting layered Vanilla 
fragrance for days.

vanilla / tonka bean / hazelnut
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BLACK 
LABEL 
COLLECTION
Exotic and sophisticated  
scents in striking bold 
black packaging. These 
unique fragrances create an 
atmosphere for those that 
like to break the rules.

ADDICT
Addict is a collaboration with Jen from 
Interiors Addict. Her passion for Interior 
design is reflected in the fragrance notes  
of the Addict candle.

star jasmine / honey / vanilla 
vetiver / musk / sandalwood

DENIM
Inspired by the old world charm of 
a bygone era with heady notes of 
nostalgia from across the Silk Road.

tobacco / bay leaf / musk / clove 
fir needle / cinnamon leaf / anise 
orange / violet / rose / grape

APRÈS
Inspired by relaxing in front of a 
crackling fire after a day on the slopes.

vanilla / tonka bean / caramel 
birch tar / clove / fir needle  
sandalwood / patchouli

GRITTY
A little tough, a little naughty – 
with lots of spice and a hint of  
chocolate for some sweetness.

chocolate / sandalwood 
cedarwood / devilwood

LOVER
Love is roses, sometimes chocolate, 
everything sweet, enjoyable and 
romantic. Lover embodies all things 
romance with lots of love.

persian rose / chocolate / coconut 
sandalwood / cedarwood

HERSCHEL
With exotic woods and spices from the 
Middle East, Herschel brings the aromas 
of the Silk Road and spice markets into 
your home.

cedarwood / vetiver  
vanilla bean / patchouli
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MODERN LOVE
A thoroughly modern floral of rose with 
a smoky dry wood base, and spicy mid 
notes of patchouli and amber. You'll fall 
in love with Modern Love.

rose / amber / musk  
patchouli /sandalwood

TOBAGO
Inspired by the travels throughout  
the Caribbean waters where spices 
and fragrances were traded.

cedar / fir needle / patchouli 
frankincense / galbanum / vetiver 
cinnamon / sandalwood  
juniper berry / violet / jasmine / vanilla 

TAILOR MADE
With notes of bergamot, musk, 
mandarin, coconut and sandalwood, 
Tailor Made has been beautifully 
blended to create the perfect fragrance 
for those who appreciate the best.

bergamot / musk / mandarin 
coconut / sandalwood

OREGON
Makes you feel like you’re sitting  
around a campfire regaling stories 
from the past.

birch tar / cedarwood / myrrh 
frankincense / fir needle  
clove / cinnamon / cedar leaf  
bergamot / raspberry
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Gascoigne & King Luxury Scented Diffusers are a popular way 
to infuse a space with an inviting fragrance. What sets these 
diffusers apart are their unique scents and stylish thick reeds. 
These diffusers offer a chic and sophisticated way to enhance 
the ambience of any room. All include a mix of black or pink 
reeds to add a touch of fun to the diffuser, making it a beautiful 
and functional accessory for any interior. 

Available in the full range of Gascoigne & King fragrances, 
these diffusers make an indulgent treat for yourself or a 
thoughtful gift for someone special.

Size 
Life 
Price  

100ml 
3 months 
RRP $75 

Packaged in recyclable cardboard boxes. 

LUXURY SCENTED 
DIFFUSERS
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ARIA
An indulgent and uplifting fragrance. 
Aria combines earthy tones of sage and 
sandalwood, with a crisp berry  
and citrus finish.

cedarwood / sandalwood / sage  
red berry / jasmine / violet

AZURE
Takes you on a trip to the Italian coast 
where the sunlight bounces off the blue 
waters of the Mediterranean.

jasmine / bergamot / coconut  
vanilla / musk

BELLE
Inspired by the uplifting scents of spring, 
fresh cut grass – a combination of leafy 
green notes, geranium, spearmint and 
bergamot with a crisp citrus finish.

bamboo / spearmint / bergamot  
tea leaf / geranium orange  
honeysuckle / jasmine

CAMILLE
French inspired Camille is an indulgent 
fragrance reminiscent of the sweet, juicy 
pears grown in the rustic Angers region 
of France, south of Paris.

pear fruit / clove / cinnamon / vanilla

FIGUE
A timeless favourite, Figue embodies  
the classic earthy fragrances of fig tree 
and fresh ripe figs.

fig wood / fig leaf / green leaf

GRACE
Feminine and enduring, Grace is a 
delicate combination of floral fragrances 
including hints of rose, tuberose and 
honeysuckle. 

bulgarian rose / musk / cedar  
fern / marigold jasmine / geranium 
honeysuckle / lilac / violet / lily 

HEART OF GLASS
Heart of Glass is a delicate combination 
of white florals and musk, with soft 
powdery notes of Lily of the Valley  
and Cashmere Woods.

freesia / frangipani / lily of the valley 
musk / cashmere woods

THE  
CLASSIC 
COLLECTION
Our classic fragrances,  
known for their beautiful 
floral and fruity scents – 
light, uplifting, timeless 
favourites. White vessel, 
with pink or black reeds.
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MISS SAVANNAH
Youthful and floral, this gorgeous 
fragrance blend combines notes of 
citrus, white tea, ginger, lemongrass 
and jasmine.

tea lemongrass / lemon / ginger

MOUNT FUJI  
RICE FLOWER
Simple and tranquil, Mount Fuji Rice 
Flower is a delicately blended fragrance 
combining rice flower, fig and vanilla.

fig wood / musk / ginger / lime zest  
bergamot / vanilla / violet / peony / lily 

ODYSSEY
Odyssey is an ode to the journeys in our 
lives that take us to places we fall in love 
with. A hypnotic blend of Neroli, Ylang 
Ylang, Rose, Vanilla and Oud.

neroli / ylang ylang / rose 
vanilla / oud

PADDINGTON
Reminiscent of a delightful morning 
walk amongst the terrace gardens  
of Paddington, this stylish fragrance  
is a perfect combination of tulips and 
earthy tuberose.

marigold / fern / tulip / rose / lily

RAY OF LIGHT
A delightful mix of white florals that 
are as soft and light as sunrays.

gardenia / frangipani  
honey balsam / cyclamen

STEM
A modern day floral fragrance with 
middle green notes and earthy amber.

jasmine / pink pepper / gardenia  
persian rose / amber

SHIBUI
Simple and beautifully subtle. Shibui 
combines the elegant fragrances of 
green tea, sage and parsley with a  
sweet berry finish.

green tea / sage / geranium 
red berry / jasmine

LOVE VANILLA
Rich and sumptuous, the Love Vanilla 
candle is a Gascoigne & King favourite 
and will leave a lasting layered Vanilla 
fragrance for days.

vanilla / tonka bean / hazelnut
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BLACK 
LABEL 
COLLECTION
Exotic and sophisticated  
scents in striking bold 
black vessels. These unique 
fragrances create an 
atmosphere for those that 
like to break the rules.

ADDICT
Addict is a collaboration with Jen from 
Interiors Addict. Her passion for Interior 
design is reflected in the fragrance notes  
of the Addict candle.

star jasmine / honey / vanilla 
vetiver / musk / sandalwood

DENIM
Inspired by the old world charm of 
a bygone era with heady notes of 
nostalgia from across the Silk Road.

tobacco / bay leaf / musk / clove 
fir needle / cinnamon leaf / anise 
orange / violet / rose / grape

APRÈS
Inspired by relaxing in front of a 
crackling fire after a day on the slopes.

vanilla / tonka bean / caramel 
birch tar / clove / fir needle  
sandalwood / patchouli

GRITTY
A little tough, a little naughty – 
with lots of spice and a hint of  
chocolate for some sweetness.

chocolate / sandalwood 
cedarwood / devilwood

LOVER
Love is roses, sometimes chocolate, 
everything sweet, enjoyable and 
romantic. Lover embodies all things 
romance with lots of love.

persian rose / chocolate / coconut 
sandalwood / cedarwood

HERSCHEL
With exotic woods and spices from the 
Middle East, Herschel brings the aromas 
of the Silk Road and spice markets into 
your home.

cedarwood / vetiver  
vanilla bean / patchouli
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TOBAGO
Inspired by the travels throughout  
the Caribbean waters where spices 
and fragrances were traded.

cedar / fir needle / patchouli 
frankincense / galbanum / vetiver 
cinnamon / sandalwood  
juniper berry / violet / jasmine / vanilla 

TAILOR MADE
With notes of bergamot, musk, 
mandarin, coconut and sandalwood, 
Tailor Made has been beautifully 
blended to create the perfect fragrance 
for those who appreciate the best.

bergamot / musk / mandarin 
coconut / sandalwood

OREGON
Makes you feel like you’re sitting  
around a campfire regaling stories 
from the past.

birch tar / cedarwood / myrrh 
frankincense / fir needle  
clove / cinnamon / cedar leaf  
bergamot / raspberry
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MODERN LOVE
A thoroughly modern floral of rose with 
a smoky dry wood base, and spicy mid 
notes of patchouli and amber. You'll fall 
in love with Modern Love.

rose / amber / musk  
patchouli /sandalwood



Gascoigne & King Luxury Scented Room Sprays are the perfect 
way to add a touch of elegance and fragrance to any room 
instantly. Housed in stylish glass bottles, these sprays not only 
look beautiful but are made with quality ingredients to ensure 
a lasting scent. Available in the full range of Gascoigne & King 
fragrances. 

Whether you're entertaining guests or just want to freshen up 
your living space, room sprays are a luxurious way to set the 
mood for any occasion.

Size 
Life 
Price  

150ml 
12 months 

RRP $55 

Packaged in recyclable cardboard boxes. 

LUXURY SCENTED 
ROOM SPRAYS
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ARIA
An indulgent and uplifting fragrance. 
Aria combines earthy tones of sage and 
sandalwood, with a crisp berry  
and citrus finish.

cedarwood / sandalwood / sage 
red berry / jasmine / violet

AZURE
Takes you on a trip to the Italian coast 
where the sunlight bounces off the blue 
waters of the Mediterranean.

jasmine / bergamot / coconut 
vanilla / musk

BELLE
Inspired by the uplifting scents of spring, 
fresh cut grass – a combination of leafy 
green notes, geranium, spearmint and 
bergamot with a crisp citrus finish.

bamboo / spearmint / bergamot 
tea leaf / geranium orange  
honeysuckle / jasmine

CAMILLE
French inspired Camille is an indulgent 
fragrance reminiscent of the sweet, juicy 
pears grown in the rustic Angers region 
of France, south of Paris.

pear fruit / clove / cinnamon / vanilla

FIGUE
A timeless favourite, Figue embodies  
the classic earthy fragrances of fig tree 
and fresh ripe figs.

fig wood / fig leaf / green leaf

GRACE
Feminine and enduring, Grace is a 
delicate combination of floral fragrances 
including hints of rose, tuberose and 
honeysuckle. 

bulgarian rose / musk / cedar  
fern / marigold jasmine / geranium 
honeysuckle / lilac / violet / lily 

HEART OF GLASS
Heart of Glass is a delicate combination 
of white florals and musk, with soft 
powdery notes of Lily of the Valley  
and Cashmere Woods.

freesia / frangipani / lily of the valley 
musk / cashmere woods

THE  
CLASSIC 
COLLECTION

Our classic fragrances,  
known for their beautiful 
floral and fruity scents – 
light, uplifting, timeless 
favourites. 
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MISS SAVANNAH
Youthful and floral, this gorgeous 
fragrance blend combines notes of 
citrus, white tea, ginger, lemongrass 
and jasmine.

tea lemongrass / lemon / ginger

MOUNT FUJI  
RICE FLOWER
Simple and tranquil, Mount Fuji Rice 
Flower is a delicately blended fragrance 
combining rice flower, fig and vanilla.

fig wood / musk / ginger / lime zest  
bergamot / vanilla / violet / peony / lily 

ODYSSEY
Odyssey is an ode to the journeys in our 
lives that take us to places we fall in love 
with. A hypnotic blend of Neroli, Ylang 
Ylang, Rose, Vanilla and Oud.

neroli / ylang ylang / rose 
vanilla / oud

PADDINGTON
Reminiscent of a delightful morning 
walk amongst the terrace gardens  
of Paddington, this stylish fragrance  
is a perfect combination of tulips and 
earthy tuberose.

marigold / fern / tulip / rose / lily

RAY OF LIGHT
A delightful mix of white florals that 
are as soft and light as sunrays.

gardenia / frangipani  
honey balsam / cyclamen

STEM
A modern day floral fragrance with 
middle green notes and earthy amber.

jasmine / pink pepper / gardenia  
persian rose / amber

SHIBUI
Simple and beautifully subtle. Shibui 
combines the elegant fragrances of 
green tea, sage and parsley with a  
sweet berry finish.

green tea / sage / geranium 
red berry / jasmine

LOVE VANILLA
Rich and sumptuous, the Love Vanilla 
candle is a Gascoigne & King favourite 
and will leave a lasting layered Vanilla 
fragrance for days.

vanilla / tonka bean / hazelnut
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BLACK 
LABEL 
COLLECTION
Exotic and sophisticated 
scents in our stylish glass 
bottles. These unique 
fragrances create an 
atmosphere for those that 
like to break the rules.

ADDICT
Addict is a collaboration with Jen from 
Interiors Addict. Her passion for Interior 
design is reflected in the fragrance notes  
of the Addict candle.

star jasmine / honey / vanilla 
vetiver / musk / sandalwood

DENIM
Inspired by the old world charm of 
a bygone era with heady notes of 
nostalgia from across the Silk Road.

tobacco / bay leaf / musk / clove 
fir needle / cinnamon leaf / anise 
orange / violet / rose / grape

APRÈS
Inspired by relaxing in front of a 
crackling fire after a day on the slopes.

vanilla / tonka bean / caramel 
birch tar / clove / fir needle  
sandalwood / patchouli

GRITTY
A little tough, a little naughty – 
with lots of spice and a hint of  
chocolate for some sweetness.

chocolate / sandalwood 
cedarwood / devilwood

LOVER
Love is roses, sometimes chocolate, 
everything sweet, enjoyable and 
romantic. Lover embodies all things 
romance with lots of love.

persian rose / chocolate / coconut 
sandalwood / cedarwood

HERSCHEL
With exotic woods and spices from the 
Middle East, Herschel brings the aromas 
of the Silk Road and spice markets into 
your home.

cedarwood / vetiver  
vanilla bean / patchouli
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MODERN LOVE
A thoroughly modern floral of rose with 
a smoky dry wood base, and spicy mid 
notes of patchouli and amber. You'll fall 
in love with Modern Love.

rose / amber / musk  
patchouli /sandalwood

TOBAGO
Inspired by the travels throughout  
the Caribbean waters where spices 
and fragrances were traded.

cedar / fir needle / patchouli 
frankincense / galbanum / vetiver 
cinnamon / sandalwood  
juniper berry / violet / jasmine / vanilla 

TAILOR MADE
With notes of bergamot, musk, 
mandarin, coconut and sandalwood, 
Tailor Made has been beautifully 
blended to create the perfect fragrance 
for those who appreciate the best.

bergamot / musk / mandarin 
coconut / sandalwood

OREGON
Makes you feel like you’re sitting  
around a campfire regaling stories 
from the past.

birch tar / cedarwood / myrrh 
frankincense / fir needle  
clove / cinnamon / cedar leaf  
bergamot / raspberry
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Sanitise with a killer scent – Gascoigne & King TNT Hand 
Sanitiser is made from the Gin Distillation process and is a 
powerful 80% alcohol for complete and thorough elimination 
of surface bacteria and viruses. 

The addition of glycerine will keep your hands moisturised 
and soft. Scented with Juniper, Lime and Cedarwood – 
botanical notes reminiscent of a classic gin.

Size 
Price  

150ml 
RRP $50 

Packaged in recyclable cardboard box. 

TNT HAND 
SANITISER
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Keep your candle wick in good nick with our stylish matt black 
Candle Care kit including Wick Trimmer and Snuffer.

Material 
Price  

Matt black metal 

RRP $70 

Packaged in recyclable cardboard box. 

CANDLE
CARE KIT
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For all orders contact:

New South Wales 
Bronwyn Gascoigne
bronwyn@gascoigneandking.co
m+61 414 888 135

Victoria / Tasmania
The Agent Group
info@theagentgroup.com
(03) 9421 0900

www.gascoigneandking.com
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